
Entry terms and conditions: 
Entry deadline is April 7, 2019. Individuals aged 16 and older and living in Switzerland are 
eligible to participate. Winners will be contacted by Instagram direct message.  
 
 
General Terms of Participation  
 
Eligible persons  
 
Individuals aged 16 and older and living in Switzerland are eligible to participate. Exclusions: employees 
of Sunrise Communications AG, including persons associated with this sweepstakes in any way through 
their work.  
 
The drawing  
 
The sweepstakes and drawing take place exclusively on Instagram. Instagram users may participate in 
the sweepstakes by publicly posting on Instagram a selfie with a sunrise in the background, tagging 
sunrise_schweiz in their post, and using the following hashtags in their caption: #selfiesunrise 
#huaweistyle #rewritetherules.  Winners will be drawn from all contest participants following the entry 
deadline. Participation in the contest is free and does not require the purchase of a product or service. 
Only one entry/post is permitted per person. By participating, you agree to these terms of participation 
fully and unconditionally. Sunrise Communications AG reserves the right to exclude any participant 
violating these terms and conditions.  
 
Time period  
 
Registration for participation in the contest starts on the date of publication and ends on the date 
indicated at midnight GMT.  
 
Selection of winners  
 
Winners will be chosen at random (not a public drawing). Winners will be contacted by Instagram direct 
message. If a winner does not come forward on Instagram within the specified time frame following a 
written award notification or after the award notification was sent on Instagram, the winner forfeits the 
prize. If a winner cannot be notified, a different winner will be selected.  
 
Prizes  
 
The prizes for this contest are not payable in cash.  
 
The list of winners  
 
Winners must agree to the publication of their first and last names.  
 
Miscellaneous  
 
There shall be no correspondence related to this contest or these terms of participation. Sunrise 
Communications AG shall be entitled at any time to cancel or end the contest without a prior 



announcement or stating any reasons. The company may make use of this option, in particular, if 
technical complications arise (e.g., computer viruses or software errors) and if the proper 
implementation of the contest cannot be guaranteed for legal reasons. There is no right of appeal. 
 


